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- providing the quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values to authorized requesting ALTO clients.
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A method for providing ALTO metrics reflecting
user quality-of-experience of application endpoints, this
method comprising the following steps:
- measuring quality-of-experience metrics on application
client endpoints (1-3);
- collecting values for said metrics over time and space;
- aggregating the collected metric values and abstracting
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Description
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
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[0001] The present invention relates to methods and systems for providing ALTO metrics reflecting user quality-ofexperience for content delivery applications.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
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[0002] Internet usage is increasing rapidly all over the globe and tends to be ubiquitous and accessible from various
end-user devices, leading to an ever evolving data exchange, often downloading as much as uploading. Therefore,
Internet services are expected to scope with mobility of end-users, massive service requests, and heterogeneous access
technologies, while ensuring the best possible Quality-of-experience (QoE) to each user.
[0003] QoE shall be regarded as the manner in which the user perceives the quality of an application session in terms,
for example, latency, bit rate, freeze or rebuffering, impaired audio/video frames, application packet loss. More generally,
QoE reflects the overall acceptability (i.e. sensation, perception, satisfaction) and opinion of users as they interact with
the experienced service(s).
[0004] It follows that an accurate description of the qualitative performance of a content delivery application is more
than ever of current interest for network operators. Such measure is particularly important for content delivery applications
that are highly demanding on QoE, such as Peer-to-Peer (P2P) applications, real-time communications, Content Delivery
Networks (CDN), on-demand video services, files sharing, files streaming, IPTV, or cloud-based applications. In fact,
content delivery applications must often choose one or more suitable candidates from a selection of peers offering the
same resource or service. The chosen candidate(s) for serving a user request has/have a direct impact on the experienced
quality.
[0005] Accordingly, operators of application networks such as CDN endeavor to improve the QoE of their applications
(such as video download or streaming) while transport network operators, i.e. ISPs, aim at minimizing the ever increasing
transport costs induced by contemporary applications.
[0006] In this regard, IETF has proposed a method for Application-Layer Traffic Optimization (ALTO). The ALTO IETF
client-server protocol provides applications with guidance to select target endpoint(s) (i.e. peers, hosts, or application
servers) from a set of candidates that are able to provide a desired data resource. This guidance is based on parameters
that affect performance and efficiency of the data transmission between the hosts (such as the topological distance).
[0007] In particular, ALTO is gaining traction among network providers as it expresses their preferences and abstracts
their network topology. Provision by ISPs of ALTO Costs on their topology via routing protocols is widely admitted but
ALTO information is to be provided by CDN as well as Cloud providers or Data Center operators for their customers.
[0008] Indeed, in order to reduce the resource consumption in the underlying network infrastructure, ALTO path cost
values as well as ALTO endpoint metrics should be provided by the network operator and/or any other party having
visibility on the endpoint activity (such as CDN or Data Center (DC) operators) to the deployed ALTO servers. In return,
ALTO servers provide requesting ALTO clients with information, currently such as the network operator-centric view on
the network topology, and the candidate endpoints with attributes such as their routing cost or connectivity type.
[0009] Nevertheless, the question of how to provide and use ALTO Endpoint Cost information reflecting QoE in a
reliable way is still pending.
[0010] ALTO Servers are meant to provide information that cannot be gathered via end to end real-time like measurement tools and therefore ALTO does not cover information such as RTT or congestion specific metrics. Afterwards,
the proposed endpoint costs are returned by ALTO servers regardless of many the QoE requirements of end-users.
[0011] User QoE information such as application packet loss, jitter, freeze or re-buffering, bit rate, content access
time, objective content quality measures are considered out of the ALTO scope, as they can be gathered by end systems
and applications can get this information on their own side and combine it to ALTO information to choose their Endpoints.
However, such information collected individually cannot be exploited immediately; the gathered samples usually small
are statistically insignificant; exploiting them requires skills, technology and methodology available only to a restricted
community of application network providers that on the other hand rarely or reluctantly distribute QoE information to
their application clients or to their Internet Service Providers.
[0012] Some ALTO-friendly ISPs, possibly running their own data service, on their side are not always willing to unveil
information on path or endpoint load, while the ALTO routing cost is not sufficient to prevent the use of an endpoint
having a low QoE performance, as it simply does not involve QoE information from applications.
[0013] As a consequence, users and applications may amplify network problems when they uselessly keep trying to
connect to bad performance quality endpoints and end up stopping the connection. On the other hand, QoE information
is emblematic of applications such as video streaming and on-line processing on distributed clouded (i.e. virtual) machines, whose number of users and traffic volume is currently exploding. Network provider customers such as end users
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or content providers will increasingly make their choices upon QoE among a high diversity of content and resources
locations either to place or use the content.
[0014] One object of the present invention is to provide ALTO metrics reflecting application endpoint performances
on user QoE.
[0015] Another object of the present invention is to propose several modes in which an ALTO Server can provide QoE
based ALTO Cost values, preferably combined with traditional ISP centric ALTO metrics to refine the selection of application Endpoints.
[0016] Another object of the present invention is to provide network providers (whether pure ISP or CDN or Cloud
Provider) with information enabling evaluation of end user QoE such as Application Packet Loss, Data Flow Freeze or
re-buffering (e.g. image freeze), flow jitter (e.g. video jitter).
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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[0017] Various embodiments are directed to addressing the effects of one or more of the problems set forth above.
The following presents a simplified summary of embodiments in order to provide a basic understanding of some aspects
of the various embodiments. This summary is not an exhaustive overview of these various embodiments. It is not intended
to identify key of critical elements or to delineate the scope of these various embodiments. Its sole purpose is to present
some concepts in a simplified form as a prelude to the more detailed description that is discussed later.
[0018] Various embodiments relate to a method for providing ALTO metrics reflecting user quality-of-experience of
application endpoints, the method comprising the following steps:
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measuring quality-of-experience metrics on application client endpoints;
collecting values for said metrics over time and space;
aggregating the collected metric values and abstracting them into ALTO quality-of-experience metrics;
combining the ALTO quality-of-experience metrics with network topology based ALTO metrics into quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values;
providing the quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values to authorized requesting ALTO clients.

[0019] Further, various embodiments relate to a system for providing ALTO metrics reflecting user quality-of-experience
of application endpoints, this system comprising
-

quality-of-experience monitoring systems configured to measure the quality-of-experience metrics on application
client endpoints;
an ALTO server managing entity configured to:
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-

collect in a database quality-of-experience metrics values,
aggregate the collected quality-of-experience metrics values over time and space;
an ALTO agent configured to abstract the collected quality-of-experience metrics values into ALTO quality-ofexperience metrics;
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an ALTO server configured to
-
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-

combine the ALTO quality-of-experience metrics with network topology based ALTO metrics into quality-ofexperience aware topology ALTO cost values;
provide the said quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values to authorized requesting ALTO clients.

[0020] Further, various embodiments relate to a computer program implemented on a processing unit of a computer,
said program including code sections for performing instructions corresponding of the above methods.
[0021] It may of course be appreciated that in the development of any such actual embodiments, implementationspecific decisions should be made to achieve the developer’s specific goal, such as compliance with system-related
and business-related constraints. It will be appreciated that such a development effort might be time consuming but may
nevertheless be a routine understanding for those or ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclosure.
DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
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[0022] The objects, advantages and other features of various embodiments will become more apparent from the
following disclosure and claims. The following non-restrictive description of preferred embodiments is given for the
purpose of exemplification only with reference to the accompanying drawing in which FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram
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illustrating functional components according to various embodiments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF ILLUSTRATIVE EMBODIMENTS
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[0023] Figure 1 illustrates a QoE measurement system 100 and associated method to transfer QoE related information
to an ALTO server 10.
[0024] This QoE measurement system 100 includes a plurality of application QoE monitoring systems (AQMS) 11-13
deployed, respectively, on application client endpoints 1-3 so as to monitor QoE thereon.
[0025] Application client endpoint 1-3 is meant, broadly and not restrictively, to include any end user equipment or
software (such as, network probing equipments, telephone handsets, smartphones, computers, personal digital assistants, mobile applications, or computer program products) able to connect to an application server 4-6 (i.e. a server, a
data center, a cache, a server cluster, or more generally a source) making available a service and/or a resource for
application client endpoints 1-3. The application server 4-6 may be a CDN Server, one or a cluster of physical machines
in a DC involved in a virtualized application
[0026] Illustrative examples of applications proposed by the application server 4-6 include video download and streaming, cloud-based or business applications involving audio/video streams and virtualized entertainment applications involving several physical endpoints performing a service for an application client Endpoint (EP).
[0027] The AQMS 11-13 are configured to measure QoE metrics and report values with regard to these metrics to an
AQMS information base 31.
[0028] Non-exhaustive illustrative examples of QoE metrics include bit rate, jitter, packet loss, latency, and mean
opinion score, flow freeze (also named re-buffering), impaired flow/frame ratio (caused by packet loss), average bit rate,
end-to-end delay and video quality score.
[0029] In particular, the "ALTO Application Packet Loss" (or impaired flow/frame ratio) refers to an impaired frame
ratio and points here to a percentage of video frames decoded with impairment caused by non recovered packet loss
occurring during the transmission between the video server and the video client. Some multimedia application are running
over non reliable transport protocols such as UDP and a packet loss will provoke impairment in the corresponding image
and in the neighbor images because of the error propagation in video compression. It depends of the structure of the
video (I/P/B pictures).
[0030] For example, it may be computed as follows over a given measurement time window of L second duration
including frames Fi to Fi+N:
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where N is the number of frames displayed over the measurement time window. It corresponds to the ratio [0,1] of frames
that are impaired by video artifacts over the time window.
[0031] Furthermore, the "ALTO Flow Freeze" (or ALTO Freeze Ratio) reflects a ratio that extends of the "video image
freeze/rebuffering" metric to traffic flows of applications frequently running on CDNs and Data Centers.
[0032] For example, it may be computed over a measurement time window L as follow:
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where
5

where N is the number of frames displayed over the measurement time window, DTj the duration frame is displayed and
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L is the duration of the window.
[0033] ALTO Packet Loss and ALTO Flow Freeze are the aggregation of these measures at the level of the application
server 4-6. The aggregation over time is achieved upon the specification of an ALTO server managing entity 101. These
measures can be abstracted by an ALTO agent 30 in terms of Costs not necessarily representing a percentage but
merely denoting a value to be minimized.
[0034] Accordingly, ALTO Flow Freeze and ALTO Application Packet Loss metrics are categorized as ALTO QoE
metrics. It is to be noted that the term "ALTO metrics" is referred to as "ALTO Cost Type" in current ALTO IETF protocol
documents.
[0035] An ALTO agent 30 is in charge of abstracting the collected ALTO QoE metrics values in the central database
31. In fact, according to agreements existing between entities providing and using ALTO information, the ALTO server
10 may give the real values or abstracted values, which preserve confidentiality of data while remaining relevant.
[0036] In one embodiment the QoE measurement system 100 further comprises a an ALTO agent 20 configured to
trigger the sending of ALTO QoE metrics values from the appropriate AQMS 11-13 to the central database 31, according
to instructions received from the entity 101, configured to manage the ALTO Server 10.
[0037] Other possible embodiments of such a system are described in the co-pending patent application entitled
"Methods And Systems For Monitoring The Quality-Of-Experience Of An Application Available Over A Network" filed by
the same applicant.
[0038] In one embodiment the acquisition of QoE information by the ALTO server 10 may be performed by a tool
gathering measurements at application clients such as the one distributed by Alcatel Lucent®, described in the patent
EP 2 400 758 "Method to determine the global quality of a video stream", hereafter referred to as VITALU.
[0039] Various embodiments concerning the VITALU tool are disclosed in the previously mentioned co-pending patent
application.
[0040] Various embodiments propose ALTO metrics that reflect endpoint performances on user QoE, here referred
to as ALTO QoE metrics.
[0041] Following a given ALTO QoE metric selected by an ALTO client, the ALTO server 10 is in charge of providing
values regarding this metric.
[0042] In one embodiment following a request of an ALTO client, the ALTO Server 10 may provide QoE based ALTO
Cost values in several modes, preferably combined with traditional ISP-centric ALTO metrics to refine the selection of
application Endpoints.
[0043] In one embodiment, to cope with the ALTO requirements and scope, the values provided for these ALTO QoE
metrics are not real time data as they stem from measurements aggregated over time and space. They are typically
gathered at application endpoints 1-3 by CDN or Data Center (DC) services providers, including ISPs providing these
services. To cope with the ALTO protocol objective, QoE based ALTO metrics are to be combined with ISP- centric
metrics such as "ALTO routing cost" the main goal of which is to guide applications so as to minimize expensive transit
traffic.
[0044] Advantageously, most of these metrics indicate issues related to congestion or transmission errors in either
the network path or at the endpoint, the measures of which are not always available to applications. They are highly
significant for application guidance as most of popular and greedy resources applications are multimedia applications
that need a controlled end delay and that are very sensitive to packets loss and freeze when they run on protocols like
UDP, and are very sensitive to freeze when they run on protocols like TCP.
[0045] Such metrics are further referred to as "network topology based ALTO metrics".
[0046] Advantageously, ALTO QoE metrics also avoid the issue of having to unveil whether an encountered problem
is located on the path (ISP side) or at the Endpoint (CDN/DC service provider), in particular for ISPs running their own
Data Services.
[0047] The ALTO QoE information is distributed by Data Service providers (whether ISP or independent) or IPSs
having access to their information. The term "Data Service Provider" is intended to encompass CDN-based and Cloudbased content, resources providers, or CDN and Datacenter operators.
[0048] The ALTO QoE information is distributed to Customers of CDN or DC providers. Typically, providers of high
revenue content demand a guaranteed QoE level for their potential viewers and may involve in the content placement
with the assistance of ALTO Endpoint Cost Maps.
[0049] In one embodiment, ALTO QoE metrics that may vary over time are coupled with network topology based ALTO
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metrics values that are more static, such as administrative cost.
[0050] Coupled values could then be provided in the form of scheduled ALTO cost values, over specified time frames,
as suggested in another ALTO protocol extension, as described in "ALTO Cost Schedule", S. Randriamasy (editor) and
N. Schwan, IETF draft draft-randriamasy-alto-cost-schedule-02, October 19th 2012, scheduled at the 85th IETF, Altlanta
GA, http://tools.ietf.org/html/draft-randriamasy-alto-cost-schedule-02.
[0051] Advantageously the ALTO QoE metrics may be combined with "usual" network topology based ALTO metrics
such as routing cost or hop count, to refine the selection on Endpoints that for example have an equal hop count or an
equal routing cost.
[0052] The "usual" ALTO metrics are defined in the different versions of the "draft-ietf-alto-protocol" (http://datatracker.
ietf.org/doc/draft-ietf-alto-protocol/") and referred to as ALTO cost metrics.
[0053] The network topology based ALTO metrics regarding QoE are hereinafter referred to as "QoE aware topology
ALTO cost metrics".
[0054] In one embodiment the QoE aware topology ALTO cost metric values may be provided by the ALTO server
10 directly and individually to authorized ALTO Clients. The case of providing the "real" QoE aware topology ALTO cost
values is designed herein as an "explicit" mode.
[0055] By contrast a "hidden" mode refers to a situation where QoE aware topology ALTO cost values are provided
by the ALTO server 10 with abstracted values, which preserve confidentiality of data while remaining relevant. In one
embodiment, this abstraction may be performed by an abstracting entity 30. Such an abstracting entity 30 is detailed in
the previously mentioned co-pending patent application.
[0056] In one embodiment combination modes may be supported by the ALTO server 10. These modes enable to
create combinations of traditional ALTO costs (with ISP-centric metrics) with ALTO QoE metrics proposed in this invention.
[0057] An ALTO Client may request the QoE aware topology ALTO cost values for a set of metrics including ALTO
QoE metrics. Depending on its specified capabilities and on the ALTO client authorization the ALTO Server 10 may
provide QoE aware topology ALTO cost values in different possible modes either "explicit" or "hidden":
[0058] In "explicit" mode the ALTO server 10 specifies the availability of QoE metrics in its capabilities and the ALTO
client explicitly selects the QoE metrics besides the "usual" topology ALTO metric (i.e. network topology based ALTO
metrics) where typical topology ALTO metrics include routing cost and hop count. Then the corresponding Endpoint
Cost values (QoE aware topology ALTO cost values) are delivered by the ALTO server 10.
[0059] In the "QoE Tie Break option" the ALTO server 10 specifies the availability of QoE metrics in its capabilities
and lists the "usual" ALTO metrics that can be provided with a QoE based tie break. The ALTO Client then explicitly
selects the QoE metrics besides the "usual" topology metric (i.e. network topology based ALTO metrics). For Endpoints
having similar values (i.e. these values do not differ for more than a value R) on a "usual" metric selected with a tie break
option, the selected ALTO QoE metric is used to tie break the Endpoints. This option may comprise "explicit" or "hidden"
modes:

35

Explicit QoE Tie Break: In this mode the ALTO topology cost values are sent for all Endpoints, and, for the Endpoints
of similar cost value, they are sent along with their ALTO QoE cost value;
Hidden Ordinal QoE Tie break: this mode works when the "ordinal" ALTO cost mode is selected by the ALTO Client,
i.e. the Endpoint cost values are their rank. In this case, the Endpoints are ordered in 2 following steps: firstly, with
respect to their topology cost and for EPs of similar cost, secondly with respect to their QoE cost. As a final result
ALTO QoE Cost values are provided to the ALTO client, with abstracted values: these values are ranked but the
real Endpoints Costs or QOE values are not communicated.
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[0060] As an illustrative non-limitative example for QoE Tie Break mode, it is assumed that the ALTO server 10 supports
the "Hidden Ordinal QoE Tie break" option.
[0061] It is also assumed that:
-

50

-

this option is available on ALTO cost metric "hop count" for numerical values differing from less than R=1, that is
for equal hop count values
the available tiebreak ALTO QoE cost metric for "hop count" is "flowfreeze"

[0062]
55

-

It is also assumed that an ALTO client requests:

a ranking service for "hopcount" from a source endpoint SRC to 5 destination endpoints "EPk";
a tiebreak on hopcount based on the " flowfreeze " values.

[0063]

If the numerical "hopcount" value is:
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"ipv4:@EP1": 1, "ipv4:@EP2": 1, "ipv4:@EP3": 2, "ipv4:@EP4": 3,
"ipv4:@EP5": 3,
and the numerical "flowfreeze" abstracted value is:
5

"ipv4:@EP1": 6, "ipv4:@EP2": 3, "ipv4:@EP3": 4, "ipv4:@EP4": 10,
"ipv4:@EP5": 8,
then the ordinal hopcount values provided by the ALTO server 10 with a tie-break on flowfreeze will be:
10

"ipv4:@EP2": 1, "ipv4:@EP1": 2, "ipv4:@EP3": 3, "ipv4:@EP5": 4,
"ipv4:@EP4": 5
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[0064] In one embodiment, the values provided by the ALTO server 10 may be associated to a reliability score. This
reliability score is based on values such as the popularity (Zipf density), hit rate, number of samples with regard to
number of hits or measurement frequency.
[0065] Advantageously the ALTO QoE metrics proposed here reflect emblematic and widely used and understood
multimedia application QoE metrics. All combination modes with other ALTO Costs are covered, including direct value
provision.
[0066] Advantageously, as the Internet usage market now concentrates on heavy data and video based QoE demanding applications, end users and network providers (whether pure ISP or CDN or Cloud Provider) can take benefit, thanks
to the above-described methods and systems, of a selection of their application endpoints or paths that involves QoE
information such as Application Packet Loss, Data Flow Freeze or re-buffering (e.g. image freeze), flow jitter (e.g. video
jitter). In fact, the disclosed embodiments enable to optimize application traffic with regard to QoE metrics, coupled with
traditional transport topology-based network information. The coupling is performed through the extension of the ALTO
Service that is gaining traction among network providers needing to optimize the transport costs of application traffic
while satisfying their customers.
[0067] Advantageously, to preserve application data confidentiality, the ALTO QoE information is not necessarily
unveiled to the ALTO Client. Otherwise, the ALTO QoE information may be an abstraction of real QoE measures or
exposed only to authorized ALTO Clients.
[0068] Moreover, QoE metrics, advantageously, avoid the issue of having to unveil whether the problem is on the path
(ISP side) or at the Endpoint (CDN/DC service provider), in particular for ISPs running their own Data Services.

Claims
1.

- measuring quality-of-experience metrics on application client endpoints (1-3);
- collecting values for said metrics over time and space;
- aggregating the collected metric values and abstracting them into ALTO quality-of-experience metrics;
- combining the ALTO quality-of-experience metrics with network topology based ALTO metrics into quality-ofexperience aware topology ALTO cost values;
- providing the quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values to authorized requesting ALTO clients.
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A method for providing ALTO metrics reflecting user quality-of-experience of application endpoints, this method
comprising the following steps:

2.

The method of claim 1 wherein the quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values are provided in an explicit
mode or in a hidden mode.

3.

The method of claim 2, wherein, in the explicit mode, topology cost values and quality-of-experience values are
provided following a selection of corresponding network topology based ALTO metrics and ALTO quality-of-experience metric.

4.

The method of any of claims 2-3, wherein the explicit mode comprises an Explicit QoE Tie Break option.

5.

The method of claim 2, wherein, in the hidden mode, network topology based ALTO metrics are provided with ordinal
values following a selection of at least one ALTO quality-of-experience metric.

55
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6.

The method of any claims 5, where the hidden mode comprises a Hidden Ordinal QoE Tie break option.

7.

The method of claim 6, wherein the Hidden Ordinal QoE Tie break option ranks network topology based ALTO
values with respect to ALTO quality-of-experience metrics.

8.

The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein one quality-of-experience ALTO metric is an impaired flow/frame
ratio or an abstraction of it.

9.

The method of claim 8, wherein the impaired flow/frame ratio metric is computed over a given measurement time
window of L second duration including frames Fi to Fi+N as follow:
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where N is the number of frames displayed over the measurement time window.
25

10. The method of any of the preceding claims, wherein one quality-of-experience ALTO metric is a flow freeze ratio or
an abstraction of it.
11. The method of claim 10, wherein the flow freeze ratio is computed over a measurement time window L as follows:
30
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where
where N is the number of frames displayed over the measurement time window, DTj is the duration frame and L is
the duration of the window.
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12. A system providing ALTO metrics reflecting user quality-of-experience of application endpoints, this system comprising

50

55

- quality-of-experience monitoring systems (11-13) configured to measure the quality-of-experience metrics on
application client endpoints (1-3);
- an ALTO server managing entity (101) configured to:
- collect in a database (31) quality-of-experience metrics values,
- aggregate the collected quality-of-experience metrics values over time and space;
- an ALTO agent (30) configured to abstract the collected quality-of-experience metrics values into ALTO
quality-of-experience metrics;
- an ALTO server (10) configured to
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- combine the ALTO quality-of-experience metrics with network topology based ALTO metrics into qualityof-experience aware topology ALTO cost values;
- provide the said quality-of-experience aware topology ALTO cost values to authorized requesting ALTO
clients.
5

13. Computer program implemented on a processing unit of a computer, said program including code sections for
performing instructions corresponding to the steps of a method according to any of claims 1-11.
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